Hannah-Jones Award

**Purpose:** The Hannah-Jones Award was created in honor of Bob Hannah and Steve Jones, ODFW Marine Resources researchers and their exemplary relationship with Oregon’s commercial fishing industry. Over the last 3 decades, they have set the standard on what true collaboration with fishermen should look like and, in the process; they may have saved an industry with their work in bycatch reduction. It’s in this light, that their dedication and stewardship of Oregon’s ocean resources should be held up, as an example, to those choosing to enter the field of fisheries science and management.

**Eligibility:**

- Post-undergraduate student (i.e. Master’s or Doctoral student)
- A student committed to working on commercial marine fisheries in Oregon
- Work on non-Salmonids (no other species restrictions; any finfish, shellfish or commercial species)
- A student at any Oregon college/university (in the spirit of the multi-institutional Marine Studies Initiative goals)

**Funding Use:** no constraints on the use of these funds.

**Application:** Students must submit:

- Two-page project description of proposed research project, including statement of academic goals.
- Resume (not to exceed 2 pages).
- Letter of support by faculty member.

**Duration:** One calendar year. The recipient will be expected to prepare a poster on proposed research at the beginning (June 2019) and an oral presentation with report on results at the end of the year (June 2020) at the annual HMSC-Markham Awards Symposium.

**Deadline:** April 13

**Apply to:** Academic Programs Manager Hatfield Marine Science Center 2030 SE Marine Science Drive Newport, OR 97365 email: hmscacademic@oregonstate.edu Tel. (541) 867-0380 Fax (541) 867-0444